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■ Ford sends anti-discrimination
laws to Congress for approval
WASHINGTON i API-Sweeping new
federal rules prohibiting exclusion of
pregnant girls from the classroom and
barring separate physical education
classes for boys and girls were sent to
Congress by the administration
yesterday
The anti-sex discrimination
regulations, signed last week by
President Ford, will go into effect July
21, if Congress does not reject them
Elementary schools are given one year
and high schools and colleges up to
three years to comply
Riddled with exemptions and

exceptions, the rules generally require
equal treatment of the sexes in
admissions, classroom instruction,
after-school activities, financial aid.
sports, housing and employment in
education
The most controversial area
involving athletics requires equal
opportunity but not equal expenditures
in intramural, interscholastic and
intercollegiate sports
CASPAR WEINBERGER, secretary
of Health. Education and Welfare, said
the government is counting on

voluntary compliance with the rules
developed over the last year
"For those that are not trying in
good faith to end discrimination
against women." he told a news
conference. "I have just one message:
we can wait no longer
"Equal education opportunity is the
law of the land and it will be
enforced." he said
Schools violating the rules could be
threatened with a federal lawsuit or a
cutoff of federal aid
The regulations, most of them
drafted earlier bv HEW. were

Graduate students may strike

Sandy Hocliar. sophomore (Ed I and Aja Schlotxer, freshman
(•.A.), war* among the students who cleaned up the rrosh
left after the Stadium concert, Sunday. (Newsphoto by Dick
Kaverman)

By Cindy Smercinn
Suff Reporter

Bowling Green and headed by three
members of the University's GSS

Graduate students through the Ohio
Association of Graduate Student
Organizations lOAGSOl, "have Uken
under advisement the possibility of
unionization and a fall strike"
according to Stanley Swartz. OAGSO
secretary treasurer and the
University's Graduate Student Senate
(GSSi president
OAGSO is a "loosely-affiliated group
of graduate student organizations
across the state," explained Michael
Coffman. the organization's newly
elected president
"We want to open communication
channels among schools and provide an
open forum for the discussion of
graduate students' programs and
problems." Coffman said
The organization, composed of
members from graduate student
organizations across Ohio, is based in

IN ADDITION to the possibilities of
unionization and a fall strike, the
organization is attemptimg to bring
about a statewide open admissions
policy for graduate students.
This policy would permit a graduate
student at one institution to take
courses at another university in the
state without formally transferring to
that university
Swartz compared the open
admissions system to the cooperative
program currently in effect between
this University's and the University of
Toledo's nursing schools
Discrepancies in pay scales, working
conditions and fringe benefits between
schools within the state is also a
concern of OAGSO
"We want to open channels lor the
regular, easy interchange of such
information." Coffman said

GRADUATE STUDENTS statewide
and at the University are concerned
with the type of representation they
are given by the students,
administration and newspapers."
according to Swartz "There are a
number ol schools that have asked
OAGSO to bring this up "
Philosophically, the organization is
concerned with "the goals of graduate
teaching and the general quality of
graduate education." according to
Sally Hobblb. OAGSO's vice president
The University's GSS will host an
OAGSO workshop June 20-21 in an
effort to improve communication
between all graduate student
associations and to discuss various
concerns of local chapters and the
group as a whole.
OAGSO plans to meet quarterly and
more often if the need arises "We're
really concerned with making the
organization a working one in the
state." Coffman concluded.

developed to comply with a 1972
education law which bars
discrimination on the basis of sex
THE
COMPREHENSIVE
regulations apply to 16,000 public
school districts and nearly 2.700
colleges and universities.
Discriminatory practices which
would be barred in the future include
separate curfew hours for female
students, sex quotas in medical and
law schools and separate home
economics courses for girls and
industrial arts classes for boys
Gym classes would have to be
sexually integrated but, in a departure
from an earlier proposal, boys and
girls could be separated during contact
sports and could be grouped by ability
Sex education classes would not have
to be combined
Pregnant girls could not be excluded
from classrooms They could be
offered but not compelled to take
separate instruction, however
Pregnancy, childbirth, false
pregnancy and abortion would be
regarded as a temporary disability
with no penalty by the school.

Weather
Partly cloudy today and showers
or a Iheedershower likely at light.
High today In npper Tti. Low
tonight la low Mi Tomorrow
chance of a thundersbower. High
la upper 70s. Probability of rill 2t
per ceil today aid M per cent
tonight

Council discusses concert ban,
county tornado alarm system
By Gall Harris
Staff Reporter
The Poe Ditch Music Festival was a
major topic of discussion at Monday
night's City Council meeting
Councilman Alvin Perkins
complemented the city police, fire
department and sheriff's office for
their help during the concert
"No one knows what it's like to be in
theii" shoes at a time like that." he
said
Councilman Boyd Crawford said he
wanted legislation drawn up to prohibit
future rock festivals at the University

COUNCIL PRESIDENT Bruce
Bellard told Crawford he should
discuss the matter with City Attorney
John Cheetwood.

weekend's events was Jenie York. 1061
Melrose St.. who told council that the
rock festival had been an unfortunate
experience

apologized to council and the city for
the problems at the Poe Ditch Music
Festival on behalf of various student
organizations

Thomas Carroll, a member of the
city finance committee, informed
council that there had been 500-plus
hours of security work provided by the
city during the concert
Carroll
asked
Municipal
Administrator Wesley Hoffman who
would pay for the security forces He
said he thought the promoter or the
University should be billed for the
security.

She said that more drugs entered
Bowling Green this weekend than
normally would have entered the city
and University during the next five
years

Greer said he was sorry for
problems in the city this weekend and
pointed out that most damage was
done by outsiders rather than
University students

York said her dissatisfaction with
tiie concert was not the main reason
she came to the City Council meeting

At the meeting, an ordinance
providing supplemental appropriations
for current city expenses and
expenditures was passed unanimously

ANOTHER PERSON upset about the

Campus drug case
draws no decision
By Reaee Murawtkl
Staff Reporter
The Student Appeals Board failed to
reach a decision Monday in hearing the
appeal of a student convicted in the
first drug-related case tried through
the University's judicial system
The unidentified student is appealing
a guilty verdict on the grounds that the
Student Code was violated several
times in his initial trial by the Student
Arbitration Board i SAB i.
The Appeals Board was unable to
give a ruling because it said it did not
believe that the prosecution had an
adequate opportunity to fully respond
to the student's allegations regarding
the SAB trial, according to Appeals
Board member Christopher Tobey.
junior HA
"We felt that, in order to have a fear
hearing, all of the evidence must be
heard." Tobey said.
HE SAID the Appeals Board
currently is meeting on its own in
closed sessions to listen to tapes made
of the SAB trial
"The Student Code states that the
Appeals Board will review all records
from past hearings." Tobey said.
Tobey said that after the board
members review the tapes the hearing
will reconvene.
The Appeals Board hopes to reach a
final decision by the end of next week,
according to Tobey.
The student's lawyer. John
. Cheetwood. said that if the Appeals

Board upholds the .ruling of the SAB.
the student will re-appeal the case to
the next step of the University's
judicial system
A second appeal would have to be
directed to the President's Advisory
Council, according to Tobey.
"If necessary, we will take the case
to President Moore." Cheetwood said

She said she thought the city had an
inadequate tornado warning system
and she requested the city to look into
the problem
Safety Director Howard Rutter said
the federal government has supplied
funds for a county-wide warning
system that can alert each city in the
county individually or the whole county
at one time.
HE ADDED that four new alarms
will be installed in the city and
University areas
York also suggested that while
Pearl Street is under construction,
bicycle paths should be installed on
either side of the street.
Dwight

Greer.

senior

(B.A.I,

An ordinance authorizing the
municipal administrator to advertise
for bids and enter into a contract for
the renovation o the Administrative
Services Building was passed by
council.
COUNCIL OKAYED an ordinance
that provides for the issuance of bonds
to pay property owners' portions of
costs for improving Conneaut Avenue
and other streets by paving, curbing
and constructing water mains and
sewers
A resolution to provide for cutting
and destroying noxious weeds and
grass on lands within the city also was
approved. Also approved was a
resolution transferring funds from
some city departments to others.

For everything.,.there is a season..." and summer is the
season to enjoy the outdoors. Herman Wakton, home
economics instructor, took his class of 4-year-old nursery
school students on a walk and stopped to let his students get
in touch with nature. (Newsphoto by Dick Kaverman)

Senate discusses free-lance teaching
By Patricia Slaa
Staff Reporter

leu to believe that they can obtain
hours of University credit upon
completing the work.

Among the topics considered
yesterday by Faculty Senate was a
conflict of interest teaching statement
presented to senate by the Board of
Regents Advisory Committee on
Graduate Study.
The conflict of interest statement
questioned whether it is legal or
ethical for a teacher who is employed
full-time by one university to do
competitive free-lance teaching for
other institutions
The statement referred to
educational institutions established by
what Dr Charles Leone, dean of the
graduate school, termed "educational
hucksters" which offer short-term
courses involving the services of
University faculty members.
Faculty members are paid for a few
hours of work, he said, and students
who sign up and pay for the courses are

DR. LEONE SAID that 35 non-Ohio
institutes had been found which offered
degree programs for short-term
courses conducted in Ohio.
This would not apply to situations
arranged with the knowledge of the
University in which, for example, a
faculty member teaches at another
institution during the summer, Dr.
Leone added It would apply to
teaching at obviously "fly-by-night"
operations, using materials and
concepts developed under University
sponsorship and benefiting no
University students.
"There are no enforcement clauses
included." Dr. Leone continued "This
is a statement of ethics.''
During the discussion. Dr. Virginia
Piatt, professor of history, suggested
that the statement was agreeable

except for a clause which stated that
materials and concepts developed by a
faculty member while employed by the
University belong to the school
IT WAS MOVED that senate endorse
the conflict of interest statement with
strong reservations about the clause
referring to University ownership of
materials and concepts developed by
individual faculty members. The
motion carried by a narrow margin.
In other action. Dr. Joseph Krauter.
associate professor of political science
at the Firelands campus, presented a
progress report from the
Firelands/BGSU Joint Tenure
Committee. The committee has been
researching models for tenure policy
at the Firelands campus
Two models are favored One. the
"strengthened" status quo. would
retain the structure of tenure policy as
it is. with efforts made to strengthen

ties between faculty on the main
campus and Firelands
THE OTHER, the College Model
Plan, was recently suggested by the
Provost's office and is not yet fully
articulated
The committee recommended that a
task force be established to examine
the merits of a faculty college model
and weigh them against the merits of
the "strengthened" status quo model
Dr. Grover Platt. professor of
history, moved that senate receive the
progress report with thanks and with
the understanding that the report will
be further studied by the Senate
Executive Committee 1SEC1. He
added that the tenure issue should be
among the first items of business on
next year's agenda. The motion
passed.
Also discussed at the meeting was an
endorsement by SEC in reference to
Hearing Boards of the Faculty

Personnel and Conciliation
Committee (FPCCi
It was
recommended that when an FPCC
member's term of service expires
while he is actively serving as a
member of a Hearing Board, he will
remain on the Board until the case
being conducted is concluded.
It was also recommended than when
a Hearing Board must be established
shortly before the annual turn-over in
FPCC membership, newly-elected
members of the board whose terms of
office have not yet begun may be asked
to serve on the Hearing Board. The
recommendations were approved.
In relation to senate's change to the
new Academic Charter. SEC
recommended that persons who have
been elected under the provisions of
the Charter in 1974-75 or earlier shall
continue in office until the expiration
of their terms. Senate passed the
motion.
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campus security
needs the foot patrol
Campus Safety should continue its present foot patrol operations.
Campus Safety Advisory Panel members Friday heard a report from
William Evans, a consultant on Campus Safety policies, that suggested
terminating the use of University foot patrols. Evans said that car
patrols enable Campus Safety officers to respond quickly to calls.
Keeping the trails of communication open between the University
students and Campus Safety should be taken into account. If students
have requested more foot patrols, as Campus Safety Director Dale
Shaffer says, the walking police should be continued.
Campus Safety officers should not be forced to remain detached from
the students by staying inside cars. Students can relate more easily to
officers who are on foot rather than hidden within machines.
Evans' report also said officers should spend most of their time on foot
but have the cars nearby. In view of the current energy shortage and the
program recently devised to cut energy consumption at the University, it
seems a waste to use additional cars and fuel for officers now on the foot
patrol.
To keep Campus Safety a viable and respected police organization, and
to cultivate student support for security operations, it is imperative that
the present Campus Safety foot patrols be continued.

WASHINGTON- Some people are at
work trying to prevent the repetition of
a Vietnam; others are at work trying
to prevent a repetition of the protests
against .it when it does come. Their
efforts are concentrated on a
document known as S.l.
S.l is a bill currently in the bowels of
a Senate Judiciary subcommittee "to
codify, revise and reform" Federal
criminal law Although much of it is
acceptable, some of it even desirable,
it contains a number of features which
make it potentially so dangerous that it
might be called the Nixon-MitchellMcClellan-Hruska law to cork up the
opposition.
Under its provisions you can go to
jail if convicted of communicating "a
statement of fact, if false" concerning
our military, our allies or our enemies,
or "any other matter of fact that, if
believed ..would be likely to create
general panic or serious disruption."
If passed, this section of the law
would, in the words of the American
Civil Liberties Union, "effectively
destroy perhaps the most important
function of a free press-the obligation
to report fully and fairly in times of
national crisis the discoverable tacts

Nicholas
voa HiHmu

about that crisis. It would make
punishable as a major felony goodfaith errors in news reports."
SINCE NOBODY can be sure what
facts are facts in these murky areas,
and since this law would be applied not
only to congressionally declared wars
but also our routine, unofficial
Presidential wars, any prosecutor
stands a good chance of putting
anybody in jail who says anything
But this section is hardly worse than
the one outlawing instigating the
overthrow or the destruction of the
Gederal government or any otlier
government. You're guilty of that
crime if you egg "other persons to
engage in conduct that then or at some
future time would facilitate" the
overthrow of. say. New Jersey.
Thus, conceivably, an anti-Mafia
speech directed at certain public
officials in that state might send the
speaker to the big slammer How else
does one overthrow New Jersey
without sending it splashing, uninvited
into Pennsylvania''
The Nixon-Milchell-McClellanHruska bill is so named because the

first two gentlemen thought it up. and.
now somewhat rewritten, the old
Arkansas anti-subversive and his
colleague, the defender of the silent
mediocrity, are pushing it. That may
explain why it contains clauses to
make it impossible for another Daniel
Ellsberg to come along and present the
nation with a different set of Pentagon
Papers
This bill makes it a crime to pass
along or receive "national defense
information," a category that includes
much more than what we would call
"military information." It is so broad
it could include almost any sort of
political information or data about cost
overruns, kickbacks and graft It would
not only nail an Ellsberg but anybody
taking anything from an Ellsberg
"EVEN MEMBERS OF Congress
and their staffs might ibei
prosecuted." the ACLU comments,
adding that had the law been in force
during the Pentagon Papers affair.
"Reporters, editors, publishers,
secretaries, and probably even
printers could have been swept up
within the statute's reach "
Under the sabotage sections of SI.
people taking part in demonstrations,
like those massive outpourings which
had so much to do with getting the
nation to take a second look at the war.
might be prosecuted for a felony
However, even where SI is absolutely
retrograde, as with its reaffirmation of
the death penalty, it makes little
progress in areas of the law of great
concern to many
The marijuana penalties are still

harsh The wiretap provisions are the
same as they are now. which is to say
inadequate to protect privacy, and
nothing is done to prevent the
conversion of the grand jury into a
legal torture chamber
Under S.l. as under the present law.
a person's Fifth Amendment right to
clam up is mutilated By conferring an
unsatisfactory immunity on a person,
whether he wants it or not. a witness
can be forced to testify about the
private, non-criminal beliefs and
activities of himself and his friends
For some years, even though the
device has been repeatedly used to
plague people for their political
beliefs, prosecutors have defended the
immunity gimmick on the grounds
they have to use it to catch gangsters
One social good does have to be
balanced against another, but few
gangsters seem to go to jail while
many dissidents have gotten and are
still getting the grand jury treatment
SI is not on the verge of passage, but
its sponsors are determined and
tenacious men They've been nudging
this bill along for years, and are about
to nudge it out into the full Senate
Judiciary Committee where it is not
certain there are enough votes to
defang it If it ever gets to the floor it is
too complicated to expect it can be
fixed up in any very rational form.
Better than killing it would be
working this bill so that it does indeed
provide the reform it promises in its
preamble
Copyright. lf». The Waikiigton Post
Klag Features Syndicate

conspicuously evident

trip excludes portugal
WASHINGTON--"If he visits Spain,
why not Portugal'"
That audacious suggestion came up
during an early planning session for
President Ford's current trip to
Europe- but only briefly.
Indeed it was a half-facetious
proposal by a junior official who knew
all too well that his seniors in the
diplomatic trade would never seriously

'THEY SAY SOMEBODY JUST ROBBED "THE JOINT..'

Lerrers
when will
it stop?
Well, the Poe Ditch Music Festival is
over and the arguments, pro and con.
for another will rage for who knows
how long Students will watch with
their usual inattention as city officials
attempt to legislate more of their
rights away
True, there were noticeable amounts
of adverse things at the music festival
which will cause disapproval. I
certainly do not condone them, and see
them as acts of immature,
irresponsible people whose pleasure
comes out of ruining things for others
A lot of the violence came after the
Johnny Winter act was cancelled due
to a wet stage
Ross Todd Productions should not
have advertised a "rain or shine"
concert but still we had had a good five
hours or so of music and sun. and
should have taken the Winter
cancellation like the mature adults we
pretend to be
THIS VIOLENCE will be the issue
University and town officials will use
to ban any further music festivals
It's funny though that nobody talks
about the violence at football games,
hockey games and boxing matches; the
gambling at boxing and horse races
We all know about the violence which
takes place at nsi I'M football games
but nobody talks about cancelling that
annual event
We all remember the ugly event at
the "dime-a-beer" night at Municipal
Stadium last year but nobody talked
about cancelling the games or banning
beer there, and in addition to many
other events, we all are aware ol the
violence at the "lndy SOU" but nobody
talks about cancelling that
The only difference between those
events and the Poe Ditch Festival is
that the prior events are socially
acceptable to those who have the
power
THE ANSWER is not to legislate our
rights away but to take example of the
things learned this year and apply
them to any future concerts
It seems to me that since a
University can build a 27.000-plus
seating capacity stadium which
perhaps a sixth of the students use five
times a year, it could alto cater to an
equal amount of, if not more, student
demands.
There are always a few who don't
know how to act in public whether it be
at • football game, basketball game or
rock concert If we went by that

J.F. lerHorsl

entertain such an outlandish notion
His hunch was right The idea fell
with a thud

standard to ban social functions there
wouldn't be much left.
When Pete Rose had bottles thrown
at him in the 73 World Series, other
measures were taken besides
cancellation.
Think about the violence we tolerate
lfor example: tearing down goal
posts I The whole issue is that those
who have the power don't want to
tolerate anything they disapprove of.
When is it going to stop''
Terry Bradford
819 A North Enterprise

viet-vet
needs check
The ubiquitous hassle of the check
Again VA bureaucracy is strangling
the remnants of my sanity with red
tape Despite strict adherence to the
instructions of various forms, my GI
Bill entitlement has been somehow
expletive deleted up, again The details
of the foul up would contuse even the
wisest Solomon, let alone a William K .
288-46-9981
The sordid details For the month of
June. I received 190 instead of 1270
which is the full month's allotment but
is not due me because of the six day
break between quarters but I should
have received tltT because I was
certified through June 13 and not June
10 as indicated on my check and that I
could expect the remainder sometime
and probably maybe advanced
payment for July along with it which I
did not want but the VA had decided I
did and that 1 am lucky because 200,000
veterans got no check at all because
the VA ran out of money and could I
stop back tomorrow and check with
us" Aaaaaaaaaaaahhhhh
Perhaps God knows when my check
will arrive, and if so He can:
11 Explain to my landlord, the utility
companies, the Bursar, etc. why my
payments are late again and that my
check is in some officious limbo
2) Remind my stomach what food is.
31 S-t-r-e-t-c-h S90.lt which I have,
into |2I7 57 that I need
Aaaaaaaaaahhhhh!
And the Financial Aid Office is out of
funds until 1 July. 1975
Aaaaaaaaaahhhhh'!'!!
And two of your summer quarter
classes have been cancelled and
therefore you are not entitled to full
benefits from the GI Bill
and and RaUUtUtUtUtUtUtUt'
ASPIRING STUDENT GOES
BERSERK IN BURSAR'S OFFICE
Viet-vet taken away in straitjacket.
WilUam K Solomon
403 North Main. Apt B

redefines
rape
(Question Dear Dr. Liberty: I'm a
junior majoring in art and I have a
problem I guess you can say I'm
attractive and guys are always calling
me asking me for dates The problem
is that whenever I go out with them,
they try to take me to bed What is so
great about sleeping in bed with a guy"
Am 1 missing something? I can sleep
perfectly well myself and have never
taken a tranquilizer in all my lite.
Signed Prudent from Virginia
Answer Go back to nursery school
Question: Dear Dr Liberty; What
can a person do about getting rapea I
know a friend who really went through
hell when she got sexually attacked
Signed: A Paranoid Person
Answer This will probably be my
first and last serious letter I will write
to The BG News, but what I have to say
is important
HOW MANY people really know
what rape is0 To most people rape is
"forced violent sexual intercourse with
a female." But it is more than that
For one thing, it does not have to be
violent: although it usually is. Some
rape victims are lucky enough to walk
away without a bruise But others are
not so lucky. (I'D leave that to your
own imagination!
Secondly, rape does not have to
include sexual intercourse Rape can
have several sexual connotations from
oral sex to putting a hand on a knee to
just verbal assault The important key
is that it is forcible, meaning without
consent.
And thirdly, rape is not just male
attacking female li can be male
attacking male, female attacking male
or female attacking female. At a
recent Rape Crisis seminar, I was
surprised to find out how many males
had been sexually assaulted.
So now I would like to re-define the
term "rape" in more realistic terms.
Rape is any form of forcible sexual
advancement on a member of either
sex
BUT WHAT CAN a rape victim do
about the situation'' The first thing to
do is try to keep your cool 1 know that
it sounds a little impossible, but
remember you've just been ripped off

like a person who got his TV set stolen
He feels no less a person and neither
should you
Secondly, call the Rape Crisis line at
352-7587 The people down there are
really cool They'll give you
psychological advice, information,
legal and medical counseling and even
come out and talk with you privately
People, write it down and keep it
with you at all times. You never know
when you'll need it I have it printed on
all my underwear
Rick Liberty
342 Darrow

concert lives
up to name
Amazing! What other words can
describe the fiasco which was
witnessed by 40.000 people on Sunday''
It is. after all. quite a feat to feature
the names that were appearing at the
Poe Ditch Music Festival and
nonetheless maintain Bowling Green's
concert reputation for failures
Perhaps it isn't so surprising at
second glance, the name is fairly
indicative of the event Anyone who is
acquainted with Bowling Green is only
too well aware of what is in Poe Ditch
Had we been able to bear those groups
who did play, the first half of the day
may not have been such a total waste.
Then the culmination of abuse, a
concert billed as "rain or shine" Is
called because of a one hour rain. Does
that say something about the
preparations and the fine equipment
I AM NOT in say way. shape or form
condoning the injury or the senseless
destruction which followed. I left when
the idiot threw the bottle which hit the
innocent stage hand, but people tend to
react strongly when they are ripped
off
Thus Sunday's act of theft by Ross
Todd Productions can only leave me
feeling as if my money was stolen and
my day wasted.
Those people who urged ui to go with
their letters are undoubtedly asking if
another one ever should be attempted
here. I for one think not.
And if so, then I will be sitting at
home, my money in my pocket and my
music on loud enough to hear it. Two
things that a large number of people
missed at the Poe Ditch Fiasco
G.M. DeWood
3251» South Church

THE TRIP PLANNERS went on
crafting an itinerary for Mr Ford's
first presidential tour of Europe that,
except for a brief encounter with
Egyptian President Sadat in Austria, is
as dull as another official
communique
And yet-il Spain, why not Portugal'
What would have been so unspeakably
awful about Mr Ford's spending part
of this weekend not only with
Generalissimo Franco in Madrid but
also nearby Lisbon where the
Portuguese are fumblingly trying to
put together a new government after
long years under the heavy heel of the
Salazar dictatorship?
The State Department hierarchy,
meaning Henry Kissinger, has a zillion
reasons why an American president
can't go to Portugal
1) Portugal's ruling military council
is decidedly leftist with a strong
Communist overtone-an embarrassing
presence in the hallowed councils of
NATO.
2lThe Portuguese military have run
roughshod over the political parties
that won the recent elections over toe
Communists, thereby ignoring the
populace's desire to join the
mainstream of democratic socialism
in Europe.
31 Mr Ford wasn't invited
41 There wasn't enough time on the
schedule
5) Such a visit might be
misunderstood.
61 --but why go 00'
BY ALL ACCOUNTS, the idea never
reached the president. If it had, it is
very likely that he. too. would have
rejected it.
Mr Ford is an amiable man who
likes the rough-and-tumble of
argumentation. But he is also a
cautious fellow, not given to
unorthodox thinking.
And yet. what a stir Mr Ford could
have created in Europe, in the
Kremlin, and at home, if he had
decided to lay on a visit to Lisbon!
So Portuguese Prime Minister Vasco
Goncalves and his fellow generals are
radicals of the left and are flirting with
Marxism That was never a problem
for former President Nixon, that old
Commie-fighter and Ford mentor who
visited Romania in 1969 the first year
of his presidency, and then electrified
the world by going to Peking and
Moscow in 1972.
Moreover, a Ford visit to Portugal
could have given inspiration to the
Portuguese population hungering for a
taste of democracy after a lifetime of
totalitarianism Indeed, it might have
slowed the Moscow drift of the
Portuguese armed forces.

SO MR. FORD didn't receive an
invitation to Lisbon
Well. Dr
Kissinger has arranged such things for
another president in times past and
surely could have done so for Mr Ford
And even if he had failed, what would
have been lost if the president had said
publicly that, gee. he sure would have
loved to visit Portugal since he was
going to be in the neighborhood
anyway'
Just doing that and no more would
have been preferable to Mr Ford's
clumsy reference to Portugal's proCommunist orientation and the
problem that poses for its future in
NATO-a reference Kissinger had to
soften the next day
So long as there's a hope lor the
survival of political freedom in
Portugal, the V S should be giving all
possible help, just as the European
common market did in offering
intensified trade and aid so long as
democracy has a chance in Lisbon
What's more, a Ford visit to
Portugal, or an announced desire to go
there, would have considerably
enhanced the president's prestige in
Europe this week
AMERICA'S NATO allies regard Mr
Ford as a diplomatic cipher, a
Kissinger protege at best And they
were bothered by his decision to spend
a day in Spain with dictator Franco.
If the Spanish bases make it possible
for Washington to cozy up to Madrid,
shouldn't the U.S. base in the
Portuguese Azores also make il
possible to be nice to Lisbon'
Mr. Ford is anxious to emerge from
Kissinger's shadow, to put his own
stamp on American diplomacy
To do that, he will have to make sure
that imaginative proposals like the
junior aide's "If Spain, .why not
Portugal?" have a chance to reach his
desk
lopyrifsW: 1175, Ualvertal Press
Syndicate/Detroit News
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Surveillance files

ROME IA1' i The future of U S bases around much of the
Mediterranean, where the Kremlin is increasing its
Influence, remained in question yesterday as President
Ford wound up his summit swing through Europe
.
Italy. Ford's last stop during his four-nation tour, is the
only Mediterranean nation where the question of military
bases is not an issue between governments But even here
the powerful left often takes aim at the nine American
military installations on Italian soil

WASHINGTON IAPI-Surveillance files on thousands of
antiwar protesters have been updated by the Pentagon and
distributed to several government intelligence agencies
despite official assurances four years ago the records
would be destroyed. NBC News says.
The files were compiled by 1.500 field agents under the
Defense Department in response to the late President
Lyndon Johnson's directive to find who was behind
antiwar protests in the late 1960s. NBC correspondent
Ford Rowan reported Monday night

Kent trial
CLEVELAND I API-Students were laughing and
running from Ohio National Guardsmen
"like on
Halloween'' moments before an outburst of gunfire felled
13 students, a Pulitzer prize-winning photographer
testified yesterday at the Kent State trial
John Filo. who was a photographer for the Kent State
University yearbook at the time of the shootings, also
testified that it appeared a shot was triggered by one
guardsman seen kneeling with a handgun slightly ahead of
other guardsmen when the gunfire erupted

8

Ozzie Nelson
LOS ANGELES lAPt-Ozzie Nelson, whose wholesome
"Adventures of Ozzie and Harriet" on television and radio
amused a generation of Americans, died yesterday He
was 69
Harriet, his wife and partner, was at his bedside
He had undergone surgery for cancer of the liver eight
months ago He died in his Hollywood home

•

VATICAN CITY
(APi-President Ford ended a
whirlwind eight-hour visit to Italy today and went to the
Vatican for talks with Pope Paul VI.
Ford's agenda with Pope Paul included discussions on
the Middle East. U.S. food aid. refugee problems and other
humanitarian issues. I'.S officials said
The Vatican visit was the last stop on Ford's week-long
European tour

Savings bonds
WASHINGTON I APi-Savers might receive higher
interest on U.8, savings bonds under a proposal the Ford
administration has made to Congress
Treasury Secretary William Simon on Monday proposed
that Congress remove the six per cent interest ceiling on
savings bonds and give the Treasury more elbow room in
the interest it may pay on long-term securities
Lifting the ceiling on savings bonds would allow the rate
to be varied from time to time in accordance with
changing financial circumstances in the interest of both
savers and taxpayers." Simon told the House Ways and
Means Committee

EMMBIMrrTS GODZILLA
i»(o«I to* \t<one thf luftn»«vt \hort e*ei made'

THANK Y01. MASK MAN
l tfnni Bmce rouliiw M miwijled urloon

3 for $5.00
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THIRD
SMASH
WEEK
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In an isolated surrt.l pocket of World Wai I. the British
send Aim Bites into a highly unlikely tiny French town to
discover J bomb The townspeople hi*e fted and the inmates
ot the local asylum have taken their place The resulting mler
action gives us some ol the most enchanting sequences on
trim When the reality ot the retiming armies breaks the bubble
and the inmates have returned to the asylum we can really
share Bates contusion about, which people are really ms.ne
In our opinion KING OF HEARTS is a rare treat tunny and sad
at the same time
*
This wacky beautilul dim has awakened become a t ant
and turned the muve world upside down

1

There <s one *ea\on lor this phenomenon people love the King

7:30 and 9:30 I TOLEDO

wmm-im miMMruu,

TONIGHT - 5-9 P.M.

SPAGHETTI
with fresh garlic bread

ggt

In the city of Suez itself,
meanwhile.
Associated
Press correspondent Holger
Jensen reported that a tailor
was pedaling madly on an
ancient sewing machine to
make new robes for the
opening of the canal, and
that a tavern owner was
stocking up on Scotch
whisky. German beer and
American cigarettes

of bullets
Women's and men's committees in mixed MoslenChristian neighborhoods in

the
strife-torn
capital
stopped cars at intersections
to hand out lilies, carnations
and roses

By Sally Arnold

Jensen said the Red Sea
gateway to the canal was
eagerly awaiting its first
merchant ships to which it
looks for prosperity after
eight lean years of war.
uneasy peace and maritime
stagnation Fewer than 5.000
inhabitants were living in
the rubble when Israeli
tanks rolled down the main
street of Suez in October
1973

In Monday night's final
Student Government Association iSGAl meeting this
year,
student senators
approved nominations for
summer senate
The summer senators are
Bradley Bauer, sophomore
(A&S).
Mary
Helen
Framme.
junior
(B.A.l.
Virginia
McGee,
junior
I A&S).
David
Pocock.
sophomore
(B A.l
and
Christopher Tobev. junior
(B.A.l

IN THE Lebanese capital.
Associated Press correspondent
Joseph
Panossian
reported that several shooting incidents prevented a
complete return to peace but
many
Beirut residents
exchanged flowers instead

SGA
Vice
President
Montel Jennings said he has
been named coordinator of
the National Student Coalition
Against
Racism
(NSCAR). A chapter of
NSCAR will be formed at

Ph. 352-7571

GREECE, which has already announced it is quitting the
military wing of NATO, has sharply assailed Washington for
what it called U.S. failure to stop Turkey's invasion of
Cyprus On Greek soil the United Stales operates six
military and naval installations
Turkey, irate over the congressional cutoff of US.
military aid because of its invasion of Cyprus, has let it be
known that it is reviewing its bilateral agreements with the
United States The reassessment revolves around the big
Air Force base in Incirlik and three secret bases monitoring
the Soviet Union, which shares a 1.000-mile border with
Turkey.
TURKEY ALSO controls the strategic strait from the
Black Sea to the Mediterranean, but by international convention Turkey must provide passage through the strait to
Soviet ships.

the
University
NSCAR
demands
include
the
development of more culturally oriented classes for
minority students. Jennings
said

STUDENT

SENATOR

Mary Camellia said the
annual Special Olympics for
retarded children will be
this Saturday Vice President Nelson Rockefeller and
Governor James Rhodes
have been invited to attend,
she added
The mobility map for the
blind will be completed by
early fall. Camellia said.
Susan
Kin".
student
senator, said petitions (or
the shuttle bus project are
circulating. She said 3,000
signatures
are
needed
before the Universitv

administration
seriously
will consider the project
STUDENT
SENATOR
David Crowl said Student
Assembly has outlined its
purposes since its reorganization These purposes
are:
-to function as a communications link for dormitories and campus organizations.
--to serve as a temporary
advisory board to the student senate
-to investigate student
problems and issues on
campus and to act on these
issues
Projects under consideration
for
the
Student
Assembly include investigation of the present food
coupon system, setting up a

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE APTS.
NOW SHOWING
APTS. FOR SUMMER LEASING
CHOICE LAKEVIEW APTS. AVAILABLE
352-0842

summer SGA booth, beginning a Student Assembly
newsletter for dormitories
and opening a rathskellertype snack bar on campus.
Crowl said
CO-CHAIRMEN
of
Student
Assembly
are
Kimberly
Vlvolo,
sophomore (Ed > and Bruce
Weber, freshman (BAI.
Crowl said
Student
Senator
Susan
Constable reported that the
academic hotline she has
been organizing will begin
next fall The hotline will be
based at 405 Student Services Bldg from 3-10 p.m.
Monday-Thursday, she said
Coordinator of Academic
Affairs
Mary
Helen
Framme named Bradley
Biggs, junior (A&S). as her
new assistant

HEY
PODNERS!

Clough and Mercer Streets

WEDNESDAY IS

$ DOLLAR DAY $
ROAST BEEF PLATTER
Juicy roast beef stacKed high on a sesame seed bun
with cusp western fries and creamy cole slaw

TO SEE APTS. CALL

$1.00

352-0164
or come to office
Apt. 9A - 235 Mercer

300 EAST
WOOSTER ST.

(Last Building South on Mercer St.)

GOOD ONLY
JUNE 4
ALL DAY

Personal collection of signed pieces by

CHARLES LOLOMA
Praenled by

50%off
[JL

Turquoise 1 Silver
Amencon Indian Jewelry

^0\5*^W

WE'RE
BACK AGAIN

REG. $1.53
SAVE 53c

Gams are proud of
their nutty nineteen
Jackie Schmittel
Gayle Binkley

Amencon Indian Jewelry Compony

RAMADA INN
1-75 & Route 20
Perrysburg, Ohio

J^Sfak

MGLIAI'S

IF ITALY'S Communist party scores further gains in
state elections later this month, the largest Marxist party In
the West is expected to renew its campaign for dismantling
the bases
In the rest of the Mediterranean, governments hosting
U S. bases-Spain. Greece and Turkey-all are pro-Western.
but all are re-examining bilateral accords on U S bases
A senior official said Washington may give up one of its
four bases in Spain, but he denied reports from Spain that
the United States has already agreed to give up all four
The U S -Spanish aid-for-bases agreement ends this
September and the ax is expected to fall, if a base must be
foresaken. on Torrejon near Madrid Spaniards consider it a
hazard to civil aviation
Greece and Turkey, closer to the volatile eastern
Mediterranean, are both considering measures against U.S.
bases because of the American stand on Cyprus

SGA selects summer Senators

NEW FROM SAN CARLOS
APACHE RESERVATION
THE NATIVE
PERIDOT

sorry, no delivery

1004 S. Main, B.G.

Jonat ■•am, futhmon, (Ed.) and Kim Palermo, freshman (Mut), relaxed and
listened lomulic on a warm afternoon (Newspholo by Dick Koverman)

M

KING OF
HEARTS
f/llTf

A UN BATES in

•?■■**•
51 fly

SPEAKING TO newsmen
atop this strategic mountain
pass leading to central Sinai.
Peres said
Israel was
accepting a risk in further
thinning its forces just east
of a U.S. buffer zone

THE KING AND HIS LOYAL SHORT SUBJECTS

__ _

.\ ,

■

v

MITLA
PASS.
IsraeliOccupied Sinai (APi--Tanks
and armored
personnel
carriers
rumbled
east
across desert sand dunes
yesterday as Israel began
moving some of its firepower further from the Suez
Canal in a peace gesture to
Egypt
Defense Minister Shimon
Peres said the withdrawal of
3.5CO soldiers and more than
half
Israel's
front
line
strength would be completed
by today, one day before
Egypt reopens the canal
In what Premier Yitzhak
Rabin said Monday was a
move to reduce Middle East
tension. Israel will pull its
artillery and missiles back
to at least 18 miles from the
waterway by the time President Anwar Sadat of Egypt
sails aboard the first ship in
the opening ceremony

Ford visit

—

-

Israel withdraws forces

COLl'MBl'S IAPI-A Senate transportation committee
recommended for passage yesterday a bill that would
make permanent the SS-mile an hour speed limit, adding
an amendment to assure Ohio s compliance with the July
I. federal deadline
The measure narrowly passed the House last month in a
reconsideration
vote
after
supporters
reluctantly
withdrew an emergency clause to waive the regular 90-day
waiting period for enactment of legislation
The Senate panel reinserted the language so the law can
become effective immediately upon the governor's
signature

m
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Speed limit
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Bases in question
near Mediterranean

IH'lVSIIOtt'S

TICKETS $2.50

JUM 4,

FRI.,SAT.,SUN
ONLY
JUNE 6, 7, 8

f

" & Sol-. 10a.m. to9p.m.
Sunday, 10 a.m. lo 6 p.m.

■ M
SICOtlTr GUARDS ON DU1 T

Shannon Bartholomew
Sue Patterson
Marybeth Paluf

Debbie Me
Darleen Wexler
Lynn Feverston
Patty Wise
Sophie Ufctflb

Mary Chiasson
Corinne Phillips
Peggy Gilmore
Pat Cassese
Lou Ann Powell
Sue Miller
Diane Coppersmith
Bait Reich
Susan Pezaishi

Welcome to the House!

¥mw 4/TIM M Nnn, Wrimidiy, JUIM 4,1975

If /im1 tltrift\ shopping is a pleasure!"

SAVE EVERYDAY
WITH GREAT SCOTS
GUARANTEED LOWEST
TOTAL FOOD COST!

GreatScot
IRIlNDir FOOD STORES

IF YOU MISSED THIS WEEK'S GREAT SCOT MAILER, THERE'S PLENTT MORE IN THE STORE!

DAILY CROSSWORD
Gen Ti In Anwlc. Tn
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3

1
C
11
12
14

18
20
21
22
23
24
27
28
29
30
33
34
3D
3C
37
40
41
42
44
45
47
48

ACROSS
Rider's attire
Defects
Eagerness for
Ranged in file
Springtime
holiday
Indifferent
Dry, as
champagne
Did a farm
chore
A cultivator
Pulled apart
College girl
Trophy cup:
Sp.
Like iron
Chemical element
Won't in a way
Foreign service
officer
Metal pins for
kitchen use
Restless
Enter
Change
somewhat
Different in
nature
One of Rover's
tricks
Most recent
Conversation
Covered walk of
Greek origin
Being: l.at.
Diversifies
Part of a
theater ticket
Easily persuaded

7

1
■

M

1 Be informed
Make certain
3 Noel Coward
musical
4 Wrath
5 Part of a
school year
fl Harpoon barbs
7 Regarded
favorably
8 Ripened
9 Compass pt
10 Walrus
11 Liability
12 With enthusiasm'.
Slang
13 Withdraw
16 Poorly
19 Church images
23 Washington
personage
25 German name of
a German river
20 Acquire by
labor
27 Presaged
29 Mayor's
bailiwick
30 Weighing
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26

32

31
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31
32
33
35
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38
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41
43
45
40
49
61
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devices
Source of soft
drink ingredient
Secret agent
Bit of snow or
soap
Kindred
Talks: Fr.
Reach by effort
Sullenly
Pier or bridge
item
Down with: Fr.
Celebrities, for
short
Pierce
She: Ger.
Hail! ■
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50 Former ballerina
Toumanova
52 Increased three
times
53 Answers the
purpose
54 Affirmatives
55 Beloved
comedian
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15
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FRESH,TEHOER

by Garry Trudeau

IDOONESBURY

ASPARAGUS,.

1AM
tfK UtHf
IN AMIXICAI

CHOOSY CHOICE

USD. A. GOV'T. GRADE A

ROUND
STEAK

THRIF-T-PAK
FRYERS

1

$14!

I KNOW .' '
I

P0%£?

H0M6-

CHOOSY CHOICE BONELESS

RUMP
ROAST

$158

1

48°
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COUNT

ITS THE

Money Back (guarantee
rw Guaranteed Lowest
Total Food Cost!

TOTAL THAT

He aill bui bach foui fninr G'tAl Scot vach of fiocenn il doitir lot
dollar quahli lot quality the total (oil JI deal Scot it not Iru
than an* othn iiwt m loon

TOTAL.

Thanks Sigma Nu's for a great
picnic and Ihe kegs of beer' The
Alpha Phi's

Physical AclWtly Center for Everyone Club Rm 204 Hayes Hall 5
pm General meeting

Let's go. Alpha Gam Softball
learn The 19 are behind vou

Freddie i Fkick meeting 2nd floor tail hall. Memorial Hall. • p.m.

Good lurk.
Alpha Gam
graduating Seniors We'll miss
you Luv. the Pledges

Gay Union meeting Km 113 Bus Adm Bldg.lpni

COUNTS!

GreatScot

/• I I'd.,.,,.. '

Wednesday. June «. liTS

CAMPUS CALENDAR

Active Christians Today Bible study 603 C'lotiRh St. 6 p m

RIDES

NO STAMPS! NO GAMES! NO GIMMICKS! NO COUPONS!

Ride available to California
For more info call 35345«3
LOST AND POUND

JUST A GUARANTEE IN WRITING

STATING YOUR TOTAL FOOD Bill WILL

BE LESS AT GREAT SCOT!
BELOW, YOU'LL FIND JUST A FEW OF OUR EVERYDAY LOW PRICES ... THESE ARE LOW.
LOW SHELF PRICES YOU'LL FIND EVERY DAY! EVERYDAY LOW PRICES ARE NOT SALE
ITEMS ... THEY ARE THIS LOW THIS WEEK AND THE NEXT AND THE NEXTll

LOST Kev can idenlilv Call
372-5303 - Please1
Will pay reward for missing
wallet Wallet was black, with
black phone book and date book
If found please return to or call
13»Rod««r».2-3M7
SERVICES OFFERED

c

8VBRY DAY IOW PRICI

MORTON

lltf

i H 27

POT PIES £.
IVIRYDAV LOW PRICI

IVIRYDAY LOW PRlCI

HUNT'S

Abortion Information Service
starling rate 1125 Clime veryclose to area 1-24 week pregnancy terminated by licensed
I certified gynecologist Modern
techniques and finest facilities
Immediate arrangements will
be made with no hassle Call
collect. 24 hour service 1-210031-1547

TOMATO JUICE
KRIFT

KRAFT MARGARINE

ITALIAN
DRESSING

PARKAY
IV8RYOAY LOW PRICI

IVIRYDAV LOW PRICI

WHIPPED TOPPING MIX

POTATO CHIPS

DREAM WHIP...

PRINGLES

Decisions'' Need to talk'
Emotional and Material Pregnancy Aid. 352-433*.

IVIRYDAt lUVV PRIfI

CONTADINA

TOMATO SAUCE
lvl»vo»> low

^.•19'

PHICI

ivtarDav lowpsjici

JIFFY LITER

CAKE MIX

•fill's 'Ml. OZ.

DEL MONTE CHUNK LITE

COOL WHIP

TUNA « « ««

IVIRYDAV LOW PRICI

1VI»YD»Y LOW PWICI

lim OPEN PIT

.„,

PAPER TOWELS ISf*

• *■ BAR-B-Q SAUCE

>0RK & BEANS

a
u.

89°

STADIUM PLAZA
1616 E. Wooster St., Bowling Green
OPEN 7:45 A.M.-10:00 P.M. Daily
OPEN 10:00 A.M.-8:00 P.M. Sunday

Need
PHOTOGRAPHS?
portraits, passports, applications, senior specials.
WEISSBROD Studio 123 W.
Wooster. 352-2142
WANTED
4 people to sublease 2 bedroom
apt for summer. tOO each Air
ronditio.led 352-5587
I I needed to sublet for fall qtr
353-0772

w."89

IVIRYDAV LOW PRICI

IVICYOAY LOWPPICI

SEIWAT

.129'

EVERYDAY lOW PRICI

BIRDSEYE

NORTHERN

Sam B's carryout sells beer and
wine until I a m every mghl

Israeli dance Instruction Km 108 Women's Bldg .7:30p.m.

HUNTS HILVES

PEACHES
II here thrifts shopping is a pleasure'.

GreatScot
FRIENDLY FOOD STORES

WE RESERVE QUANTITT RIGHTS. PRICES GOOD JUNE 2 THROUGH JUNE 8, 1975.

Need one male lo sublease
apartment for '75-'70 Call 2
MR
2 lemale rmmts needed for fall
quarter Call 352-0094
1 rmmte fall, across from
tt>mm.fn mo Paul 2-5601
IK. rmate needed summer
1156/mo. Near campus. 2-5282
I 4 sublessors sum qtr. 230 E
Merry - Own bdrm Make offer
12-5235
I 2 m. roommates fall quarter
I $75 mo. IV Courts, furnished
3&2-800I

Wanted lo renl I bdrm furn
apt. from Aug 1 thru Sept 12
352-7840 after 5pm
2 roommates for summer,
grads. preferred House close to
campus Own large bedrooms
Call 332-8008
Need 1 or 2 f rmmts sum own
mi 83350 mo util incl 3521104 or 2-3201 after 5 4 blks
camp
F rmmte. needed S College
Apt . Own room tS8 mo 352138*.
PERSONALS
II 00 off on all classical LP's at
FINDER'S
Pro. Boon. Wicker Thanks for
ending the quarter with
partying, trash, and - like that'
It's been great' Love ya. the
Three Stooges
Well l'ou You finally did the
decent thing' Congratulations
Tom and Sue on your Kappa
Sigma lavaliering' Love, the
Little SUses
83 80 will now buv vou an LP at
FINDER'S
The Little Sisses are proud of
the Kappa Sigs for winning the
Fraternity Track meet'
The Little Sisses congratulate
Bell-Head and Ruth on their
Kappa Sigma-Kappa Sigma
pinning' Gel psyched for a
chairing'
Congratulations
Dave and
Elaine on your Kappa Sigma
Chi Omega lavaliering The
Stardusters
All 87M list price 8 track «
cassette tapes onlv 8839 at

"WEB'S

,

Delta
Zeta s
congratulate
Annette on your engagement
DZ Seniors beware
Sunday is coming"

black

Found career in Cleveland need female to share apt. Call

«m

Record Sale at FINDER'S LP's
are now only 83 88

Safe savings.

Stereo tapes 82 98 each L 2nd
one for half price Also home &
auto components at discount
prices Discount Stereo Tapes next lo Big N.
Stop into FINDER S and pick
up an I.I'lor only S3 as
FOR SALE
1980 Impala. runs good. 875 3520453
Kit table L 4 chairs ex cond
850 352-2086 or 2-0028
2 2 cu ft refrigerator 370 I vr
old. like new. call 2-1313
Pioneer stereo receiver Model 5
» 434 Ph 352-8234
'88 Dodge Coronet 500 - automatic trans. P B . PS
Make
bid Call S52-004O
EP1 602 speakers 3 mo old only

for good tyatatn 382-1*82

Guitar for sale, call 352-1858
Late 73 model Honda 11. 350.
mint cond make offer 372-4451
83 VW. new battery. 27 mpg
Good town car. 353-4413. after 5
86 Chevelle. 6 cvl stick shift.
3175 00. 3524032

0526
I bdr apt for summer w air
cond shag carpet, cable TV
furn June free 8140 mo Call
352-4479 after 6
House lo sublease for summer'.'
single. I double bedroom com
pletely furnished. I block Irom
Ihe University cost is 3220 mo
no utilities Call 3721278
I bdrm furn apt to lease lor
summer4fall 3529378
1 bdrm furn apt available
summer Main St 352 1153
2 bdrm furn townhouse Avail
6 15 can be rented 1st term,
whole summer or full vr lease
3170 mo 362-0702
Now leasing I bdrm apts
8150 mo Pinehurst Apartments
200 Napoleon Rd 362 1460
1 bdrm apt . furn . close lo
campus married couple preferred 719A 3rd SI BG 362
6903
STUDENT APTS Summer &
Fall lge 2 bdrm furn close to
campus
UNIVERSITY
VILLAGE APTS 235 Mercer
Rd 3624164
Rooms near campus Fall and
summer rentals 352-7365
2 bedroom apartments near
Towers Fall rales for 4 slu
dents Summer rates for 2.3. or
4 students 352-7365
Students needed lo fill 4 man
apartments at Campus Manor
for Fall School vear 352-9302 or
352-7365 evenings

72 Honda 460. onlv 3900 mil
Best offer 372 1*70

2 bdrm furnished apis a c.
leasing for summer It fall
Summer rates call evenings 353
3143 and 362-38*9

Hanimex Prakitica w 50 mm f
1.8. mini condition 880 00 Also
B5mm I 2 8 w l'enux Mount
like new 840.00 - Mamiya C220
w 80 mm I 2.8. side grip &
deluxe hood & Penla-Prism
Finder mint condition Call 3528848 or 372 3512

GREENVIEW
APTS
now
renting for Summer & Fall
SPECIAL SI MMER RATES
ALL ITIL1TIES PAID INCL
CABLE T V Open Mon -Fri 12
6. Sat 12-4 Call 362-1195

72 Vega 4 sp new engine good
milge Call 287-3797 liter 3.
12 i 80 Riticraft Mobile home
352 4946
7 ft Boa Constrictor and big
cage Must sell before finals
352-6456 after 4 30
1972 Super Beetle excellent
cond Low mileage 31800 Call
372-23*9 or 352-0159
69 Ford Thunderbird $800 or
make an offer Must sell, owner
going overseas Phone noon lo 4
333-0374
FOR RENT
Cheap!' 2 bd rm 8C. cable
TV. ulihlies pd except eke
5th St. Must sublet' Call 362
0829 Will negotiate renl
I bdrm unfurnished apt. to
sublet Jury L August Ph 362
63*4 evening
Subleasing furnished. 2
bedroom apt 81*5 mo. util
included 222 N Church SI 352-

621 EAST MERRY Less than
one block from campus 2
bedroom,
furnished air
conditioned and in excellent
condition Tenants only pay the
electric Is sel up for 4 persons
One vacancy left for Fall 874 00
per person per month
824 SIXTH STREET Same
setup as above apartments One
vacancy for Fall. 88500 per
person per month For more
information call Newlove
Realty 363-7381
APARTMENTS
2 bedrooms
furnished 352-4671
One bdrm apl lo sublease
Avail Sept 15 362-7092
1 bdrm furn apt for summer
Chut lo campus Call 2M-4M**
Sublease 3 bd apt air condi
Honed swimming pool Call 362
2768 or 372 1495
Summer Apts. Call Maurer 4
Green Rentals for a variety of
apts with excellent location.
Prices range from 8*0 mo 3520717

»
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local briefs
Square dancing
The Department of Parks and Recreation is sponsoring a
square dance class from 7-9 each Wednesday night starting
tonight and continuing for the next IS weeks.
Classes are held in the Legion Building. City Park.
Cost of the lessons is 115 per person Persons can
register for the program at the Parks and Recreation
office or during the first two classes.
For more information call the Parks and Recreation
office at 352 4636

Police beat
Kathleen Krankart. Junior (AliS). reported that her
grey. Smith-Corona typewriter, valued at CIO. was stolen
Sunday from the third floor study lounge of Offenhauer
East
A Garrard turntable belonging to the University was
stolen from the Amani Room sometime between May 2931 The turntable's value has not been determined
Sylvia Wenden. instructor of quantitative analysis and
control, reported that a SR-10 calculator was taken Friday
from her office in 345 Business Administration Bldg The
calculator was valued at 186

B/cycle ride
Edward Doherty. Immigration and naturalization chief
in Toledo, will be at the International Programs Office 10
am -3 p.m. today. He will discuss immigration matters
and make personal appointments with foreign students

Catholic dinner
The Eighth Annual Catholic Charities Dinner of the
Diocese of Toledo will be at 7 p.m. today at the American
Legion Hall. 2000 Buck land Ave . Fremont
Reservations for the dinner can be obtained by
contacting the ticket committee at 1933 Spielbusch Ave .
Toledo. 43624

Chorale
The Firelands Chorale will present its spring concert at
7 30 tomorrow night at the North Bldg . Firelands
Campus
The concert, sponsored by Student Activities, is free and
open to the public

Immigration
The Erie-Ana Council of American Youth Hostels will
sponsor a June 14 bicycle ride to Archbold. Ohio to visit the
American Freedom Train exhibit.
Admission to tour the display cars is (1 for persons 18
and under, with all others costing 82 Tickets must be
purchased in advance Deadline for reservations is
tomorrow, and reservations will be limited to the first SO
persons. 13 years or older, who apply for tickets.
Call 352-3646 for additional information

Mining bill veto
backed by officials
WASHINGTON (API- Administration energy officials
went before a House panel yesterday to back up President
Ford's reasons for vetoing a strip mining bill.
Federal Energy Administrator Frank Zarb. Commerce
Secretary Rogers Morton and five Interior Department
officials were closely questioned by the panel about how
Ford arrived at the figures cited in his veto message
Ford, who now fa es an override attempt in the House,
said he vetoed the measure because it would cost 36.000
jobs, mean higher utility costs for consumers and increase
U.S. reliance on imported oil.
ZARB submitted a 40-page statement saying the job loss
estimate was based on the assumption that tighter
environmental controls would force many small mines to
close and others to reduce production
He said the administration's analysis indicated that
production of up to 162 million tons of coal would be lost in
the first year after enactment of a strip mining bill.
Zarb said that for each 36 tons of lost coal, one man-day of
work is lost He said that would account for the
disappearance of 20.000 mining jobs, mostly in Appalachia.
and another 16.000 jobs elsewhere in the economy
REP. MORRIS I Jail (DAriz I. floor manager for the
vetoed bill, said he felt the administration's figures were
unrealistic because they erroneously assumed the closing of
small mines
I'dall said that small miners, finding themselves blocked
by the law. would be able to move to other slopes where the
strip mining could be allowed
But Morton, formerly the Secretary of Interior, said Udall
"should talk to the fellows who run the mines because you'll
find they just don't have these properties under lease."

Pitchin' in

Conference days debated
By Raoul Welaer
The Faculty Senate Executive Committee (SECi
recently passed a motion to
"set up an invitational conference in spring 1975-76
similar to the Value and
Evaluation Day conference
held in 1974-75 "
Dr. John Holmes, associate professor of marketing
and an SEC member, voted
against the motion
"I am very much in favor
of having this conference for
value and evaluation, but I
would like to make it plain
that I think it should be held
at a time when everybody
could attend." Dr Holmes
said
"One viable alternative, in
my opinion, would be to
schedule such conferences

on a Saturday." he added
He said he does not think
holding the conferences on a
Saturday would keep students from attending.
"On the contrary, if we
have a first-rate conference,
people will attend Football
games held on Saturday
don't inhibit people from
going."
Dr
Holmes
explained
HE SAID if he had voted
for the motion, conferences
again would have been held
on a class day.
"When a student pays
fees, he is entitled to have
the professor come and
teach that course. I could
not justify canceling a
course to attend these parti-

u in . Friday in 115 Education Bldg
"The Elktro-Musikoncert" will feature dancing,
slides and lighting effects to
complement the compositions. Baker said
BAKER SAID that
although each composition is
about five minutes long, the
students spent 200-300 hours
each in recording their
work
The electronic music process involved recording,
overdubbing and splicing

TOM'S TIRE & AUTO SERVICE
GOODYEAR TIRES
EXPERT MECHANICAL WORK
FOREIGN A AMERICAN CARS
165 S. MAIN

352-4628

bits of music together usually using a four-channel
tape recorder, he said Some
compositions will be presented in stereo and some in
quadraphonic. Baker said
Some music was recorded
on a synthesizer built for the
University by Terry kin
caid. an electrical engineer
and electronic music composer. Baker said
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with the purchase of any long sleeve blouse
(sale blouses not included)
TUES.-WED. only

¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥
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CHERRY HILL VILLAGE APTS.
NOW LEASING
FOR ENTIRE SUMMER

CHERRY HILL VILLAGE FEATURES:
• lull furnished apts
• central gas air conditioning and healing
with individual apt controls
• sliding glass doors to balcony and patio
• Gas equipped laundry area available in
each apt building
• patio areas with grills available lor each
building
• club house facility featuring indoor
healed pool

Sounds are recorded
through the synthesizer,
recorded separately and
overdubbed with synthesized
music or synthesized electronic sound from regular
sounds. Baker said The
composition then must go
through several filters,
modulators or phase shifts
to create different effects.
Baker said.

CHERRY HILL VILLAGE RENTAL OFFICE
853 Napolton Rd , Suitt 5
Office 'us daily 9 12 4 1 5
352-6248 or 352 9378

**************

APARTMENTS SUMMER OR FALL

FREE TUBE TOP

cular sessions." Dr Holmes
said
According to Dr Holmes,
if topics are interesting and
worthwhile to the University
community, the conferences
would draw many students,
even on a Saturday
"I am in favor of future
value and evaluation conferences." Dr Holmes said,
"but I still leel when students pay for 40 hours they
are entitled to the professor's lime "

Electronic music show planned
A concert of avant-garde
electronic music will be presented Friday evening by
students in Music Composition and History 426
As part of the course
requirements. Dr Burton
Beerman. assistant professor of music, had his students produce a five-minute
original electronic composition
According to Mick Baker,
freshman IBM. students in
the course decided to produce a show for the University It will be presented 8

One person at Ih* Pa* Ditch Music Festival found a
now way to pitch a tent—from the inside. Concertgoers began filing into Bowling Green on Friday
and slept in everything from small pup tents to
campers waiting for the concert to open Sunday.
(New .photo by Jim Osborn)

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.
T
MANAGEMENT NOW LEASING
FOR ENTIRE SUMMER
FORFULLt FURNISHED APTS
HAMPTON HOUSE
BUCKEYE HOUSE
BIRCHWO0D PLACE
MT VERNON

FALL RENTAL-$65

PER PERSON

ALL UTILITIES PAID EXCEPT ELECTRIC

MANOR

ANNOUNCES THE LAST FREE
COKE NIGHT OF THE YEAR.
WITH THE PURCHASE OF A
SMALL PIZZA YOU GET ONE
FREE QUART OF COKE
WITH THE PURCHASE OF A
LARGE PIZZA YOU GET 3 FREE
COKES
DOMINO'S WILL BE OPEN UNTIL
2.-00 A.M. EVERY NIGHT DURING FINALS WEEK

DOMINO'S ARE PIZZA PEOPLE, PERIOD,
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1515 E WOOSTER £

The following offer access to the BG T^
Health Spa, swimming pool, whirlpool, -^(
sauna and locker room facilities.
v

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO. ^
Management, 1163 Napoleon Rd.
OFFICE HHS 9 1? and 1 5 352-9378

v
C

¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥

PUBLIC NOTICE

Call Delbert 352-7671

DOMINO'S PIZZA

7th
6th
6th
6th

HAVEN HOUSE

'35 PER PERSON PER MONTH - SUMMER
AIR CONDITIONED, TWO BEDROOMS,
BAR B-Q GRILLS, FURNISHED

705
649
650
802

THE DEN
CLOSING
FOR VACATION

EVERYTHING
CLEARANCE PRICED

Big time
"You motivate them with money and discipline. . ."--Vivian
Editor'! note: The foUowlwR li tbc irroid ol ■ lour part
icrlet iboal former BG kockcy CMCI Jack Vivian.
rarreatly tkc itlrial maaar.fr of Ike Clrvrland < rusedrri.
By Mike If iko
The biggest diflerence between college and pro hockey,
according to Jack Vivian, is the long schedule and the
extensive amount of traveling the pro teams do
"We play 78 games in the pros and travel over 50.000 miles
through the air every year.'' he said "You cant prepare the
team emotionally every night like you can in college In
college you have Monday through Thursday to prepare the
team for the weekend, but here there's just constant games
"IT'S HARDER to motivate players on the pro level."
Vivian said. "You motivate them with money and discipline

"I'D UKE TO SEE those two get an opportunity to play
pro hockey." he said "If I can give them an honest
opportunity here in Cleveland. I will
"But if I can't, I won't even try to sign them at all,"
Vivian added "They'd have to go someplace else I won't
stand in the way of them getting an opportunity with another
organization "
Vivian, who once played Canadian football with the
Montreal Allouettes. said one of his big ambitions was to
become a general manager of a major professional hockey
team
"I never really wanted to be a pro coach, he said You
dream about those things, but you have to make them come
true.
"I owe an awful lot to Nick Mileti for giving me the
opportunity to come to Cleveland From there. 1 had to
stand on my own merits."
From the first day. there was never anv doubt of his
ability

"I'm the one who has to look in the mirror and shave every
morning And when I can look and myself and say I've done
the best I could have, well then I don't have to worry from
then on.

and they do a lot of motivating on their own. It's a pleasure
working this caliber of athlete but sometimes it's
depressing in regard to their dedication and effort.
One player who Vivian coached this winter was John
Stewart, the former BG standout who bypassed his final two
years of college eligibility. At age 20. Stewart is one of the
youngest players in pro hockey
"Personally. I think a lot of John," the Crusaders' general
manager explained "But I can't let that show when I handle
him professionally I know his family and his background
and I originally signed him at Bowling Green
"But coaching him in Cleveland made it all the more
difficult." he added "The minute I'd put him on the ice in a
tight situation where I could have put someone else, they'd
say I was playing favorites
"But I really don't worry about those things I do what I
think is right and the heck with everyone else." he said.

"I THINK STEWART handled himself super this year-his
first in pro hockey-and he made a lot of progress." Vivian

Second of a series
said "He's got to get a little tougher and a little more
physical and if he does that. I think he'll become one of the
young promising centers in the league for years to come
Vivian revealed he has his eye on some present hockey
talent at Bowling Green
"There's a couple of kids at BG we think could be <pro)
hockey players." he said "I would prefer them to stay and
finish their education and then we'll consider them after
they graduate
"Stewart was going to leave college anyway and either go
to Montreal or Cleveland, so I might as well have had the
advantage of John since I recruited him initially." he
continued
"But most of the boys at BG 1 think would benefit from
getting their degrees." Vivian said
But if they're going to
leave anyway, we might take a shot at a couple of them."
Of the current BG seniors. Vivian said he knows Roger
Archer and Bob I)obek very well since he recruited both of
them

Dobek, Ross try
for Olympic team
Falcon hockey seniors Bob Dobek and Doug Ross will try
out for the United States Olympic team, next week in
Madison. Wise.
The two top-scoring icers received an invitation two
weeks ago from Olympic coach Bob Johnson, also head
hockey coach at the University of Wisconsin The pair have
their choice of tryout rinks-one in Minneapolis. Minn or the
rink in Madison. Wise
Both Dobek and Ross will leave this weekend for the twoday tryout in Madison because the traveling distance is not
as far as Minneapolis, they both said
Dobek a two-time all-Central Collegiate Hockey Association (CCHAi center from Taylor. Mich along with Ross, a
one-time all-league right winger were the one-two scoring
punch for the Falcons last season
Hoss. a Dearborn. Midi native scored 34 goals and tallied
29 assists for BG. while Dobek led the nation in assists with
58 and led BG for the third-straight year in points with 78

Jock Vivian

THURSDAY IS STUDENT
NITE AT CINEMA I *. II
ADMISSION $1.00 WITH 1.0.

The BG New£«
Fights

Hockey fights arc on* of the main attention-getters at the University and
many prolestional hockey contests. This photo taken during farmsf coach Jack
Vivian's tenure horo shews BG's Gerry Bradbury (8) and Gord McCosh (10) in
the center of action with Western Ontario players.

Major League Standings
AMERICAN l.KAi.l ]
East
W L Pet. GB
Boston
24 19 558
Milwaukee 22 23 489 3
New York
22 24 478 3'i
Detroit
20 22 476 3'i
Cleveland
19 25 432 5'j
Haltimnre
18 27 400
West
Oakland
29 19 604
Kansas Cits 29 20 592
Minnesota
23 20 535
Texas
23 24 489
California
23 26 469
Chicago
22 25 468
•y'sGweta
Philadelphia V San thrtfo I
Cinrinnati al Pittsburgh pod rain
Montreal S Ian Arotelea 1
NtwYolsl Houston 0
St laam I Atlanta0
Yrsttresy'a (ieaari
San Kranrisru Hallrfci I 1 al i hi. a*..
HurnsM 2 10 pm
San Dieeo Splltner IS al Itllia
tlelphia lamborii7 7.7 fipn
Cincinnati Norman z 1 at Pltuburih
Keuuaa 7 SSpm
Us Ancelei Sntlon »J at Montreal
Kenk..01 I 06 p m
Houston Forsch 11 at New Yort
HallOO I 06 p m
Atlanta I'apra »« al SI laws Heed
•4.1 sSpm
Twaws's Geaatee
San Kranciscoslilucaao 3 JO p m
SanlKe.o.lPluUoHpaa. 7 J6 p m
i 'innnnaU at |-iUaburr> 7 B p m
la»A««ele«al Montreal I 06 p m
Houston at New Yort. I 06 p m
Atlanta al SI Lamis. I ■ p m

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East
W L Pel.
Chicago
26 20 565
Pittsburgh
24 19 558
New York
22 20 524
Philadelphia 24 23 511
St. Louis
20 25 444
Montreal
16 25 390
West
Cincinnati
29 21 580
Los Angeles 30 22 .577
San Fran
24 22 522
San Diego
25 25 500
Atlanta
23 28 451
Houston
20 33 377
Yrstrrtay

GB

3 ,
4
6'i
li".

Kansas City Briles 4 3 or 1 .mn.it.11 I
jl I 'irvrland I'flrrson * 4 7 30pm
Tesas Harean 4 2 at Baltimore
Torrer a 3.7 30 p m
(tilraio Allen 00 at Hoslon t'leve
land 3 3 7 30 p m
New York llobson 4 i al Minnesota
t;olU44 9pm
Detroit foreman 37 al t'alllornia
I.Jn.m.. .' i 10 30pm
Milwaukee Slaton 3 6 at Oakland
Perry 1-1 11 p m
Teway's damn
i hi, ..,■. at Boston. 3 30 p m
Kansas City at Cleveland 7 30 p m
Teias at Baltimore 7 30 pm
New York It Minnesota. 9pm
Iletrotl al California. 10 30 p m
Milwaukee al Oakland II p m

"At first, I thought it was
a heart attack." the 23-yearold McEnaney recalled
about his experience last
Thursday
The
pain
continued throughout the
game and lasted through a
flight to St. Louis
When he woke up the next
morning, the pain was gone
and so was something
else his desire for a
cigarette
Right there. I decided I
was through with smoking."
he said
Since then. McEnaney.
normally a two-pack-a-day

man. has not smoked one
pack
"I always wanted to quit."
he said "I just never reallyhad a reason to. A few
months ago. my twin
brother Mike quit I figure if
he can do it. so can I."
McEnaney is the latest of
the Reds to give up smoking.
This spring, both Fred
Norman
and
Dave
Concepcion decided to call it
quits. Concepcion however
admits he's sneaking a
smoke every so often.
"I didn't quit. I just
stopped.''
said Bill
Plummer who decided to
give up cigarettes a couple
of weeks ago

"On the first few times I
went out to have a drink it
was tough 1 had to keep
chewing on something "
The effort by teammates
to break the smoking habit
is being cheered naturally
enough by catcher Johnny
Bench, who is honorary head
of the lung association's
campaign against smoking
Bench underwent lung
surgerv in the winter of
1972

Save
the News

7:15 - 9:30

ROBERT
REDPORD

Jim Schneider, an assistant in the University
Sports Information
Office, has not been
named the sports information director of St
Lawrence College, as
reported in yesterday's
News
PG "

A UMIVIRSAI PlCIUBI

NOW IN ITS 4th
AW FINAL WEEK!

ABORTION

M

125

TOLL FREE 9 A.M.-10 P.M.

CINEMA II

I ■ 800 - 438-3710

7:15-9:30
•
;
•

FREE TRAIN RIDES
FREE SUCKERS
COTTON CANDY 5«

•
.
•

RUNNING
FOR TOUR LIFE
BY BILL
EMMERTON

"I'd just smoked two
packs of cigarettes and I felt
lousy." he said. "I decided
to quit

A book by the man
who has jogged over
100,000 miles in his lifetime. Fitness can be a
matter of life or death.
faj
$5.95

SUMMER
CLEARANCE

SALE
15%
OFF
904 E. W00STER

Correction

Reds
Manager
Sparky
Anderson is not sure this is
one area where he wants to
lead by example
In his time, he's had a bad
back, a bad ear. a bad
stomach, and an ulcer, and
through it all. he admits he's
kept puffing away.

WORLDLY
GOODS

ON
EVERYTHING
WORLDLY GOODS
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McEnaney kicks habit
PITTSBURGH (API-Will
McEnaney was pitching for
the Cincinnati Reds in an exhibition game against the
Detroit Tigers when he
suddenly felt this terrible
pain shooting across his
chest

CINEMA I

r!5 PORTS

"RUN FOR YOUR
UFE" T-Shlii
Reg
$3.50

The Executive Jogger is
the answer to Bowling
Green weather. Five minutes on the jogger is equivalent to one mile outdoor!.
Saves the knees while
slimming hips and thighs.
The
only
equipment
needed is the privacy ol
your own home.
Reg
$».»•

COMING SOON
"4 MUSKETEERS'

HELD OVER!
2nd FUNNY WEEK
CLA-ZEL

• TwUTH.

FATHERS DAY SPECIAL
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Joggor* Shirt
Book & Jogger

$

ALL THREE

$

"Good tody R If
Cla>a».»
Ecology"
U.J. S MOD
I IS W. Merry Bowling Gi.tn Ohio

12
13

'BLRZING
SADDLES

15

Fathers Day
June 15th
Ph. 352-9157

ALL SEATS
•1.00

